
 
Guided Imagery Session for Ringette 
Adapted from Porter, K. and J. Foster (1990) Visual Athletics. Visualizations for peak sports performance. Wm. C. Brown 
Publishers: Dubuque, IA. 
 
A. Introduction 
“Settle down into yourself, putting your focus inside your body… having your hands and feet resting comfortably…Begin to 
exhale and inhale…breathing slowly and rhythmically…breathing in…breathing out…breathing in relaxation…breathing 
out tension…Focus is on your chest, letting that part in the center of your chest, your heart center, relax…allow it to soften 
and relax…feeling safe and comfortable…Feel your shoulders and neck relax…feeling a sense of relaxation flowing from 
the top of your head down into your face and jaw…into your neck and throat…the relaxation flowing into your shoulders, 
chest… down into your arms and into your hands and fingers…the relaxation flowing into your back…through your 
abdomen and stomach…into your hips…down into your legs…all the way down into your feet and toes…Just feel your 
whole body being relaxed and centered…at peace…quiet…Feeling comfortable, clam, breathing easily and deeply, 
getting enough oxygen…In your mind see yourself at your best ever performance level…feel the feeling…remember that 
confidence and power you felt in that situation…when you performed at your peak…with great intensity and 
focus…feeling good, performing well, but without effort…when your performance just flowed…easily and without 
effort…performing well and feeling relaxed and easy in your body… Remember that feeling of control and confidence…of 
being on top of your game…see yourself and imagine yourself being the excellent player that you are…knowing you 
belong with the elite…feeling good about what you are doing and how you are performing…knowing deep down inside 
that you are on outstanding player…feel yourself looking, performing, and feeling confident and relaxed…Imagine the 
coach being there…and feeling really confident and calm and comfortable being watched…you are proud, powerful, and 
in control.” 
 
B. Body 
Imagine yourself passing, shooting, and checking at the top of your game…skating and checking with quickness, 
deception and power…passing with accuracy and following through the way you want to…in good form…you are focused 
and centered on the play, and you know you are paying attention to the action in the game…you know what’s happening 
all the time…you are aware and alert, ready for anything that happens…the crowd noise is in the background…it does not 
affect you…you take energy from it…and you are focused on the action…you are playing…and you are concentrating 
well…with intensity and power…you are enjoying yourself immensely…if you make a mistake, you quickly let go of 
it…putting your concentration and focus on the game…letting go easily and going on…always aware…controlling the 
tempo of the game… You are quick and strong, and you really enjoy being in the game, doing everything the way you 
want to do it…You are consistent in your passing…passing with power and accuracy…then shooting with power and 
accuracy…seeing the ring go into the net or across the goal line… you are passing well and handling the ring well…your 
pass receiving is fantastic…you have great reaction time…and when you get the ring, you take your time, you relax and 
play with intensity and focus…looking around, passing with great control. Feel all those feelings of power, confidence, and 
control surge through your body…playing hard and intensely…with a certain relaxation of mind and body…flowing with 
the play…Think of a word to represent this state of mind and being…saying your word to yourself to bring up those 
feelings of power, accuracy, and confidence…remembering that your word connects you with that state of mind and the 
state of excellence & peak performance…feeling it in your mind & body…knowing you have what you need. In that same 
rink or any rink, imagine yourself now in a big game situation…and important game…knowing it’s OK to feel a little 
nervous…and knowing that it’s a natural thing…tell yourself, “it’s OK that I’m a little nervous…it helps me get psyched 
up…I let go of worry easily…I’m powerful and aggressive…” See yourself being very confident…you are confident…you 
are big and strong…and you are confident…Feel yourself being aggressive…and know you are making your opponents 
work hard to keep up with you…imagine yourself getting the ring…and if you see an opening, you skate through or fake 
and then pass it off…and if you see an opportunity to shoot or to deke, go for it…making that commitment…and just do 
it…following through or deking the goalie…then putting the ring across the goal line…without hesitancy…in the zone…in 
an instant, stopping, looking, choosing your move, and committing to an action…whatever it is, whether passing the ring 
off or carrying it yourself, or back checking or receiving or tying up your opponent…you are doing it right…you are in 
charge…you play the free passes effectively…attacking…when you get the ring back…you are in charge…you let go of 
any worry about what people are thinking about you…you don’t care…all you care about is getting the ring or checking an 
opponent…and playing with focus and intensity…tell yourself, “I’m focused on the game, and I’m playing for myself, and 
having fun, and I am enjoying it all…I’m a good player in the crunch…and a good team player…I support the whole 
team…we all help each other…I get better and better with each game…I am more and more relaxed with each passing 
day”. 
 
C. Conclusion 
“Allow yourself to experience it fully, knowing you can call up this total experience any time you choose. Slowly let the 
images fade…and become aware of your body sitting in the chair or lying on the couch…Know that with every scrimmage 
and game you are going to get stronger and stronger…and more confident…when I count to three, you may open your 
eyes…feeling relaxed, refreshed, and ready for the rest of the day…ready to go out and play…one…move your hands 
and feet, taking a deep breath…and letting it out with a sigh…two…move your neck and shoulders, stretching…and 
three…open your eyes when you are ready.” 
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